All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec007}
============

Stroke is a leading cause of death and disability worldwide, with an estimated annual incidence of 16.9 million first strokes and 6 million stroke-related deaths \[[@pmed.1002169.ref001]\]. Although the age-standardised incidence rates have decreased over the past two decades, the absolute numbers of strokes and stroke-related deaths and disability cases have increased due to the ageing population \[[@pmed.1002169.ref001]\]. Furthermore, transient ischaemic attack (TIA) is an important risk factor for stroke that also has a high prevalence worldwide \[[@pmed.1002169.ref002]\].

Primary prevention through treatment of modifiable risk factors \[[@pmed.1002169.ref003]--[@pmed.1002169.ref005]\] can reduce the global burden of stroke and TIA. Dyslipidaemia, atrial fibrillation, and hypertension are important modifiable risk factors for these conditions; lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs, respectively, have been shown to be effective at reducing stroke incidence in patients with these conditions \[[@pmed.1002169.ref006]--[@pmed.1002169.ref010]\]. Evidence-based guidelines recommend lipid-lowering drugs for people with existing cardiovascular disease (CVD) and those at high CVD risk \[[@pmed.1002169.ref003]\]; anticoagulant drugs are recommended for patients with atrial fibrillation at high stroke risk \[[@pmed.1002169.ref005]\]; and antihypertensive drugs are recommended for people with high blood pressure (blood pressure ≥ 160/100 mm Hg) and for people with moderately high blood pressure (blood pressure ≥ 140/90 mm Hg) who have existing CVD or are at high CVD risk \[[@pmed.1002169.ref004]\].

Despite evidence-based guidelines, prescribing of lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs for primary stroke and TIA prevention may be suboptimal in primary care \[[@pmed.1002169.ref011]--[@pmed.1002169.ref019]\]. Our objective was to determine, in a large primary care database covering approximately 6% of the United Kingdom (UK) population, the proportion of people eligible for primary prevention with lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs but not prescribed these drugs prior to stroke or TIA.

Methods {#sec008}
=======

The full protocol for this study has been published \[[@pmed.1002169.ref020]\]; methods are summarised in brief below. Analysis of The Health Improvement Network (THIN) database has ethical approval from the National Health Service South-East Multicentre Research Ethics Committee, subject to independent scientific review \[[@pmed.1002169.ref021]\]. This study had approval by a scientific review committee that is administered by IMS Health Real-World Evidence Solutions (reference: 13--023).

Study Design and Data Source {#sec009}
----------------------------

The study analysed routine electronic primary care medical records from the THIN database \[[@pmed.1002169.ref022]\]. This is a large database of anonymised UK electronic primary care records extracted from general practices using Vision patient record software. Data within THIN are representative of the UK population, and recording of stroke and TIA in THIN has been shown to have a high positive predictive value \[[@pmed.1002169.ref023]\]. Furthermore, Vision software is used to print prescriptions, and these are automatically retained in patients' electronic records; therefore, prescribing data are comprehensive and accurate \[[@pmed.1002169.ref024]\]. The database covers approximately 6% of the UK population, including 3.6 million current patients and 8.8 million former or deceased patients \[[@pmed.1002169.ref025]\].

Population {#sec010}
----------

We defined primary stroke prevention as prevention of stroke in individuals with no prior history of stroke; therefore; the study population comprised patients with a diagnosis of first stroke, first TIA, or stroke with previous TIA. Patients were included who had a stroke/TIA diagnosis between 1 January 2009 and 31 December 2013 and were aged 18 y and over at the time of their diagnosis. The date of first-ever stroke or TIA was taken as the index date. To ensure data quality and that important patient outcomes were being recorded consistently, the index dates had to occur at least 1 y after the practice began using Vision patient record software and after the practice date of acceptable mortality recording \[[@pmed.1002169.ref026]\]. Only patients registered at a practice for at least 1 y were included, to allow sufficient time for risk factor data to be recorded.

Outcomes {#sec011}
--------

Under-prescribing of prevention drugs was defined as people with clinical indications for lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, or antihypertensive drugs not being prescribed these drugs prior to the time of their stroke/TIA. The most recent risk factor data prior to patients' stroke or TIA were used to determine if stroke prevention drugs were clinically indicated. Under-prescribing of prevention drugs was recorded when patients in whom a lipid-lowering or antihypertensive drug was clinically indicated had no record of a prescription for up to 90 d before their stroke or TIA (the usual maximum prescription length in the UK) and no clinical code to indicate that the patient was on these drugs. If an anticoagulant drug was clinically indicated, under-prescribing was defined as no prescription up to 120 d before the event (to allow for referral to an anticoagulation clinic) and no clinical code to indicate that the patient was on anticoagulant drugs.

Clinical indications for lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs were based on UK national guidelines used during the study period \[[@pmed.1002169.ref004],[@pmed.1002169.ref027],[@pmed.1002169.ref028]\]. Lipid-lowering drugs were clinically indicated if patients had coronary heart disease (CHD), chronic kidney disease (CKD), peripheral arterial disease (PAD), TIA (in stroke patients with prior TIA), diabetes mellitus and age over 40 y, familial hypercholesterolaemia, or a 10-y CVD risk of ≥20% ([Table 1](#pmed.1002169.t001){ref-type="table"}). Familial hypercholesterolaemia was defined as having a clinical code for the diagnosis or total cholesterol ≥ 9 mmol/l \[[@pmed.1002169.ref014]\]. Ten-year CVD risk was estimated using the adjusted Framingham CVD risk score, which, for consistency, was calculated 1 d prior to the index date.

10.1371/journal.pmed.1002169.t001

###### Clinical indications for lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs.

![](pmed.1002169.t001){#pmed.1002169.t001g}

  Prevention Drug              Clinical Indications for Prevention Drug                                                                     Definition of Variables
  ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Lipid-lowering drugs**     CHD                                                                                                          Presence of clinical code recorded before stroke/TIA
  CKD                          Presence of clinical code recorded before stroke/TIA                                                         
                               PAD                                                                                                          Presence of clinical code recorded before stroke/TIA
                               TIA                                                                                                          Presence of clinical code recorded before stroke
                               Diabetes mellitus and age over 40 y                                                                          Presence of clinical code recorded before stroke/TIA; age at time of stroke/TIA
                               Familial hypercholesterolaemia                                                                               Presence of clinical code recorded before stroke/TIA or total cholesterol ≥ 9 mmol/l (most recent value recorded before stroke/TIA)
                               10-y CVD risk of ≥20%                                                                                        Framingham CVD risk score[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  **Anticoagulant drugs**      Atrial fibrillation and CHADS2 score ≥ 1                                                                     Presence of clinical code recorded before stroke/TI; CHADS2 score[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  **Antihypertensive drugs**   Blood pressure ≥ 160/100 mm Hg                                                                               The mean of the three most recent systolic and diastolic blood pressure recordings within 3 y prior to stroke/TIA
                               Blood pressure ≥ 140/90 mm Hg and CHD, CKD, PAD, TIA, diabetes and age \> 40 y, or a 10-y CVD risk of ≥20%   The mean of the three most recent systolic and diastolic blood pressure recordings within 3 y prior to stroke/TIA; presence of clinical code recorded before stroke/TIA; Framingham CVD risk score[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}

\*Calculated 1 d prior to the index date.

CHD, coronary heart disease; CKD, chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; PAD, peripheral arterial disease; TIA, transient ischaemic attack.

Anticoagulant drugs were clinically indicated if patients had a diagnosis of atrial fibrillation and were at high risk of stroke (CHADS2 score ≥ 1) ([Table 1](#pmed.1002169.t001){ref-type="table"}). Similar to the Framingham CVD risk score, CHADS2 scores were calculated 1 d prior to the index date. The 2006 atrial fibrillation guidelines allow a prescription of aspirin in patients with a CHADS2 score of 1 \[[@pmed.1002169.ref027]\]. However, during the study period, important studies were published that showed aspirin to be ineffective for stroke prevention \[[@pmed.1002169.ref007],[@pmed.1002169.ref029]\], and this recommendation was superseded in the 2014 guidelines \[[@pmed.1002169.ref005]\]. Therefore, under-prescribing of anticoagulant drugs was based on adherence to best evidence available rather than guideline adherence.

Antihypertensive drugs were clinically indicated if patients had high blood pressure (≥160/100 mm Hg) or if patients had moderately high blood pressure (≥140/90 mm Hg) and CHD, CKD, PAD, TIA (in stroke patients with prior TIA), diabetes and age over 40 y, or a 10-y CVD risk of ≥20% ([Table 1](#pmed.1002169.t001){ref-type="table"}). The guidelines refer to a "sustained" blood pressure ≥160/100 mm Hg or ≥140/90 mm Hg; therefore, blood pressure was the mean of the three most recent systolic and diastolic blood pressure recordings within 3 y prior to stroke/TIA. People without three blood pressure recordings within 3 y were not included in this analysis. Patients with a clinical code to indicate a diagnosis of hypertension but whose average blood pressure recordings were lower than the thresholds given above were excluded from the analysis for antihypertensive drugs; therefore, our analyses focused on uncontrolled hypertension.

Definitions of Variables {#sec012}
------------------------

A comprehensive list of clinical codes (Read codes) \[[@pmed.1002169.ref030]\] for stroke and TIA was used to identify the study cohort. Patients with a clinical code indicating history of stroke or TIA recorded before a clinical code for stroke or TIA were excluded as their true index date could not be identified. Diagnoses of atrial fibrillation, diabetes, CVD, and other comorbidities were defined by the standard list of clinical codes used to identify chronic diseases for the UK chronic disease monitoring programme (Quality and Outcomes Framework \[QOF\] business rules version 27 \[[@pmed.1002169.ref031]\]), and, where present, "history of" or "resolved" clinical codes were extracted. Drug prescriptions corresponding to British National Formulary (version 67) chapters \[[@pmed.1002169.ref032]\] for lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs and clinical codes indicating that the patient was on these drugs were extracted to identify treated patients. Clinical codes indicating that prevention drugs were declined or contraindicated, that a patient had white coat hypertension (for patients in whom antihypertensive drugs were clinically indicated), or that there was an adverse reaction were also extracted. Rurality (urban/rural) and Townsend deprivation quintiles were extracted for each patient \[[@pmed.1002169.ref033]\].

Quality Checks, Missing Data, and Extreme Values {#sec013}
------------------------------------------------

Quality checks on THIN data are completed by the company that owns THIN, IMS Health, before data are made available for researchers \[[@pmed.1002169.ref034]\]. Clinically implausible values were excluded for blood pressure, height, weight, body mass index, total cholesterol, and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol based on prespecified cutoff values ([S1 Table](#pmed.1002169.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). If no clinically plausible values were recorded at any time prior to the index date, the variable was categorised as missing. Absence of a clinical code for an individual diagnosis prior to the index date was taken to indicate that the diagnosis was not present at the index date. Missing data for other variables were categorised as missing. Data were initially extracted for diagnoses between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2013; however, the number of incident stroke and TIA events recorded before 2008 was less than 15% of recorded stroke and TIA incidence after 2009 ([S1 Fig](#pmed.1002169.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After 2009, stroke and TIA incidence were more stable; therefore, only stroke and TIA diagnoses that occurred from 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2013 were included.

Analysis {#sec014}
--------

All analysis was conducted using STATA version 12 (StataCorp). Patients were categorised as having a stroke, TIA, or stroke with previous TIA. The proportions of patients with lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drug therapy not prescribed when clinically indicated were calculated for each diagnosis category, and the difference between groups tested using Pearson's chi-squared test. The proportions of patients with multiple drugs not prescribed were calculated. In addition, of the patients under-prescribed stroke/TIA prevention drugs, the proportions of patients previously prescribed prevention drugs but whose prescriptions had stopped were identified. Exploratory analyses (see [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) excluded CVD risk factors and variables used to calculate Framingham and CHADS2 scores that were recorded within 1 wk prior to the index date. In addition, exploratory analysis investigated the effect of using the CHA~2~DS~2~-VASc stroke risk score and QRISK2-2014 CVD risk equation, to reflect the updated recommendations of the 2014 atrial fibrillation and lipid modification guidelines, respectively \[[@pmed.1002169.ref003],[@pmed.1002169.ref005]\]. Exploratory analyses examined the effect of changing the 10-y CVD risk from 20% to 10%, which was also an updated recommendation from the lipid modification guidelines \[[@pmed.1002169.ref003]\]. To reflect the 2006 guideline recommendations for atrial fibrillation, exploratory analysis investigated the use of aspirin for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation patients with a CHADS2 score of 1 \[[@pmed.1002169.ref027]\]. In exploratory analyses, we calculated crude estimates of under-prescribing of prevention drugs and the potential number of strokes that could be prevented each year in the UK. Detailed calculations are presented in [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Results {#sec015}
=======

During the study period, 29,043 people with stroke or TIA met the inclusion criteria (16,245 stroke only, 10,446 TIA only, and 2,352 stroke with previous TIA). The median age was 74 y (interquartile range 64, 82), and 51% were female. At the time of their stroke or TIA, 17,680 patients (61%) had a clinical indication for one or more stroke prevention drugs: 9,953 had one prevention drug indicated, 6,904 had two indicated, and 823 had three indicated. In all, 16,028 (55%) patients had a clinical indication for lipid-lowering drugs, 3,194 (11%), for anticoagulant drugs, and 7,008 (24%), for antihypertensive drugs. Descriptive characteristics of patients with clinical indications for each prevention drug are presented in [Table 2](#pmed.1002169.t002){ref-type="table"}. A clinical code indicating that prevention drugs were declined or contraindicated, that a patient had white coat hypertension (for hypertensive patients), or that there was an adverse reaction was recorded in only 5% (869/16,028) of patients with a clinical indication for lipid-lowering drugs, 7% (244/3,194), for anticoagulant drugs, and 0.7% (47/7,008), for antihypertensive drugs ([S2 Fig](#pmed.1002169.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pmed.1002169.t002

###### Descriptive characteristics of patients with and without lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs clinically indicated at the time of their stroke or transient ischaemic attack.

![](pmed.1002169.t002){#pmed.1002169.t002g}

  Characteristic                                 Subcategory                Lipid-Lowering Drugs Clinically Indicated   Anticoagulant Drugs Clinically Indicated   Antihypertensive Drugs Clinically Indicated                                    
  ---------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------- ----------------
  **Diagnosis**                                  Stroke only                8,464 (52.8)                                7,781 (59.8)                               1,881 (58.9)                                  14,364 (55.6)    3,843 (54.8)    12,402 (56.3)
                                                 TIA only                   5,212 (32.5)                                5,234 (40.2)                               958 (30.0)                                    9,488 (36.7)     2,253 (32.2)    8,193 (37.2)
                                                 Stroke with previous TIA   2,352 (14.7)                                0 (0.0)                                    355 (11.1)                                    1,997 (7.7)      912 (13.0)      1,440 (6.5)
                                                 Total                      16,028 (100)                                13,015 (100)                               3,194 (100.0)                                 25,849 (100.0)   7,008 (100.0)   22,035 (100.0)
  **Age (years)**                                \<45                       115 (0.7)                                   997 (7.7)                                  6 (0.2)                                       1,106 (4.3)      69 (1.0)        1,043 (4.7)
                                                 45--49                     221 (1.4)                                   723 (5.6)                                  9 (0.3)                                       935 (3.6)        109 (1.5)       835 (3.8)
                                                 50--54                     494 (3.0)                                   919 (7.0)                                  15 (0.5)                                      1,398 (5.4)      190 (2.7)       1,223 (5.6)
                                                 55--59                     811 (5.1)                                   954 (7.3)                                  39 (1.2)                                      1,726 (6.7)      311 (4.4)       1,454 (6.6)
                                                 60--64                     1,489 (9.3)                                 1,097 (8.4)                                70 (2.2)                                      2,516 (9.7)      556 (7.9)       2,030 (9.2)
                                                 65--69                     2,049 (12.8)                                1,193 (9.2)                                170 (5.3)                                     3,072 (11.9)     832 (11.9)      2,410 (10.9)
                                                 70--74                     2,638 (16.5)                                1,083 (8.3)                                291 (9.1)                                     3,430 (13.3)     1,091 (15.6)    2,630 (11.9)
                                                 75--79                     2,329 (14.5)                                2,069 (15.9)                               604 (18.9)                                    3,794 (14.7)     1,133 (16.2)    3,265 (14.8)
                                                 80--84                     2,514 (15.7)                                1,791 (13.8)                               760 (23.8)                                    3,545 (13.7)     1,179 (16.8)    3,126 (14.2)
                                                 85--89                     2,068 (12.9)                                1,293 (9.9)                                719 (22.5)                                    2,642 (10.2)     974 (13.9)      2,387 (10.8)
                                                 90--94                     1,012 (6.3)                                 665 (5.1)                                  399 (12.5)                                    1,278 (4.9)      453 (6.5)       1,224 (5.6)
                                                 ≥95                        288 (1.8)                                   231 (1.8)                                  112 (3.5)                                     407 (1.6)        111 (1.6)       408 (1.9)
  **Sex**                                        Male                       8,941 (55.8)                                5,263 (40.4)                               1,469 (46.0)                                  12,735 (49.3)    3,440 (49.1)    10,764 (48.8)
                                                 Female                     7,087 (44.2)                                7,752 (59.6)                               1,725 (54.0)                                  13,114 (50.7)    3,568 (50.9)    11,271 (51.2)
  **BMI[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}**   Healthy                    4,655 (29.1)                                4,548 (34.9)                               1,108 (34.7)                                  8,095 (31.3)     1,953 (27.9)    7,250 (32.9)
                                                 Underweight                339 (2.1)                                   373 (2.9)                                  98 (3.1)                                      614 (2.4)        135 (1.9)       577 (2.6)
                                                 Overweight                 5,995 (37.4)                                4,293 (33.0)                               1,141 (35.7)                                  9,147 (35. 4)    2,599 (37.1)    7,689 (34.9)
                                                 Obese                      4,172 (26.0)                                2,442 (18.8)                               651 (20.4)                                    5,963 (23.0)     2,010 (28.7)    4,604 (20.9)
                                                 Missing                    867 (5.4)                                   1,359 (10.4)                               196 (6.1)                                     2,030 (7.9)      311 (4.4)       1,915 (8.7)
  **Smoking status**                             Non-smoker                 3,927 (24.5)                                2,410 (18.5)                               886 (27.7)                                    5,452 (21.1)     1,626 (23.2)    4,712 (21.4)
  Ex-smoker                                      7,910 (49.0)               7,180 (55.2)                                1,865 (58.4)                               13,173 (51.0)                                 3,702 (52.8)     11,336 (51.4)   
                                                 Current smoker             3,716 (23.3)                                2,521 (19.4)                               335 (10.5)                                    5,916 (22.9)     1,487 (21.2)    4,764 (21.6)
                                                 Missing                    475 (3.2)                                   904 (6.9)                                  108 (3.4)                                     1,308 (5.1)      193 (2.8)       1,223 (5.6)
  **Rurality**                                   Urban                      5,997 (37.4)                                4,881 (37.5)                               1,236 (38.7)                                  9,642 (37.3)     2,555 (36.5)    8,323 (37.8)
                                                 Rural                      10,021 (62.5)                               8,128 (62.5)                               1,957 (61.3)                                  16,192 (62.6)    4,451 (63.5)    13,698 (62.1)
                                                 Missing                    10 (0.1)                                    6 (0.0)                                    1 (0. 0)                                      15 (0.1)         2 (0.0)         14 (0.1)
  **Townsend deprivation quintile**              1 (least deprived)         3,709 (23.2)                                3,242 (24.9)                               815 (25.5)                                    6,136 (23.7)     1,630 (23.3)    5,321 (24.1)
                                                 2                          3,497 (21.8)                                3,085 (23.7)                               763 (23.9)                                    5,819 (22.5)     1,582 (22.6)    5,000 (22.7)
                                                 3                          3,210 (20.0)                                2,685 (20.6)                               670 (21.0)                                    5,225 (20.2)     1,405 (20.0)    4,490 (20.4)
                                                 4                          3,047 (19.0)                                2,201 (16.9)                               528 (16.5)                                    4,720 (18.3)     1,323 (18.9)    3,925 (17.8)
                                                 5 (most deprived)          2,187 (13.6)                                1,486 (11.4)                               347 (10.9)                                    3,326 (12.9)     900 (12.8)      2,773 (12.6)
                                                 Missing                    378 (2.4)                                   316 (2.5)                                  71 (2.2)                                      623 (2.4)        168 (2.4)       526 (2.4)
  **Comorbidity**                                Atrial fibrillation        2,392 (14.9)                                1,152 (8.9)                                3,194 (100. 0)                                350 (1.4)        923 (13.2)      2,621 (11.9)
                                                 Asthma                     1,724 (10.8)                                1,338 (10.3)                               320 (10.0)                                    2,742 (10.6)     736 (10.5)      2,326 (10.6)
                                                 Cancer                     1,911 (11.9)                                1,328 (10.2)                               420 (13.1)                                    2,819 (10.9)     796 (11.4)      2,443 (11.1)
                                                 CHD                        5,543 (34.6)                                0 (0.0)                                    1,083 (33.9)                                  4,460 (17.3)     2,023 (28.9)    3,520 (16.0)
                                                 CKD                        5,774 (36.0)                                0 (0.0)                                    1,157 (36.2)                                  4,617 (17.9)     2,343 (33.4)    3,431 (15.6)
                                                 COPD                       1,470 (9.2)                                 728 (5.6)                                  309 (9.7)                                     1,889 (7.3)      547 (7.8)       1,651 (7.5)
                                                 Dementia                   737 (4.6)                                   533 (4.1)                                  213 (6.7)                                     1,057 (4.1)      226 (3.2)       1,044 (4.7)
                                                 Depression                 3,420 (21.3)                                2,754 (21.2)                               613 (19.2)                                    5,561 (21.5)     1,413 (20.2)    4,761 (21.6)
                                                 Diabetes                   4,486 (28.0)                                26 (0.2)                                   658 (20.6)                                    3,854 (14.9)     1,796 (25.6)    2,716 (12.3)
                                                 Epilepsy                   287 (1.8)                                   327 (2.5)                                  47 (1.5)                                      567 (2.2)        117 (1.7)       497 (2.3)
                                                 Heart failure              1,338 (8.3)                                 287 (2.2)                                  651 (20.4)                                    974 (3.8)        437 (6.2)       1,188 (5.4)
                                                 Hypertension               9,666 (60.3)                                4,980 (38.3)                               2,297 (71.9)                                  12,349 (47.8)    5,241 (74.8)    9,405 (42.7)
                                                 Hypothyroidism             1,724 (10.8)                                1,166 (9.0)                                440 (13.8)                                    2,450 (9.5)      755 (10.8)      2,135 (9.7)
                                                 Learning disability        54 (0.3)                                    76 (0.6)                                   6 (0.2)                                       124 (0.5)        16 (0.2)        114 (0.5)
                                                 Osteoporosis               1,265 (7.9)                                 1,053 (8.1)                                372 (11.6)                                    1,946 (7.5)      578 (8.2)       1,740 (7.9)
                                                 PAD                        1,431 (8.9)                                 0 (0.0)                                    216 (6.8)                                     1,215 (4.7)      576 (8.2)       855 (3.9)
                                                 Palliative care            223 (1.4)                                   136 (1.0)                                  52 (1.6)                                      307 (1.2)        67 (1.0)        292 (1.3)
                                                 Psychosis                  262 (1.6)                                   177 (1.4)                                  30 (0.9)                                      409 (1.6)        96 (1.4)        343 (1.6)
                                                 Rheumatoid arthritis       394 (2.5)                                   261 (2.0)                                  80 (2.5)                                      575 (2.2)        170 (2.4)       485 (2.2)

Data are given as frequency (percent).

\*BMI: healthy (18.5--25.9 kg/m^2^), underweight (\<18.5 kg/m^2^), overweight (26--30 kg/m^2^), obese (\>30 kg/m^2^)

BMI, body mass index; CHD, coronary heart disease; CKD, chronic kidney disease; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; PAD, peripheral artery disease; TIA, transient ischaemic attack.

Under-prescribing of Drugs for Stroke/TIA Prevention {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------------

Fifty-four percent (9,579/17,680) of people with a clinical indication for one or more prevention drugs prior to stroke or TIA were not prescribed these drugs; in the majority of these cases, one drug was not prescribed (83%; 7,969/9,579), in 16% (1,576/9,579) two drugs were not prescribed, and in 0.4% (34/9,579) three drugs were not prescribed ([Table 3](#pmed.1002169.t003){ref-type="table"}). The combinations of multiple prevention drugs under-prescribed are presented in [S2 Fig](#pmed.1002169.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Under-prescribing of prevention drugs was found in 49% (7,836/16,028) of patients with a clinical indication for lipid-lowering drugs, 52% (1,647/3,194), for anticoagulant drugs, and 25% (1,740/7,008), for antihypertensive drugs ([Table 4](#pmed.1002169.t004){ref-type="table"}). There was no significant difference in the proportion of people with antihypertensive drugs under-prescribed among patients with stroke only, TIA only, or stroke with previous TIA (*p* = 0.21; odds ratio \[OR\] 0.91, 95% CI 0.81--1.02, for stroke versus TIA; OR 1.04, 95% CI 0.89--1.23, for stroke versus stroke with previous TIA). However, for the other two classes of prevention drugs, there was a significant difference between patients with stroke only, TIA only, or stroke with previous TIA: lipid-lowering drug prescribing, *p* \< 0.01 (OR 0.83, 95% CI 0.77--0.89, for stroke versus TIA; OR 0.97, 95% CI 0.89--1.07, for stroke versus stroke with previous TIA), and anticoagulant drug prescribing, *p* = 0.02 (OR 1.02, 95% CI 0.88--1.12, for stroke versus TIA; OR 0.73, 95% CI 0.58--0.92, for stroke versus stroke with previous TIA) ([Table 4](#pmed.1002169.t004){ref-type="table"}). Exploratory analysis excluded CVD risk factors and variables used to calculate Framingham and CHADS2 scores that were recorded within 1 wk prior to the index date. There was minimal difference in the proportion of under-prescribing of prevention drugs with this exclusion criterion: anticoagulant drugs, 51.1% (1,597/3,123); lipid-lowering drugs, 48.7% (7,767/15,945); and antihypertensive drugs, 24.3% (1,677/6,899).

10.1371/journal.pmed.1002169.t003

###### Proportion of stroke and transient ischaemic attack patients under-prescribed one, two, or three prevention drugs (lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, or antihypertensive drugs).

![](pmed.1002169.t003){#pmed.1002169.t003g}

  Number of Prevention Drugs Not Prescribed When Clinically Indicated   Proportion of Stroke/TIA Patients Not Prescribed Prevention Drugs When Clinically Indicated, Percent (Frequency)[\*](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1                                                                     83.2 (7,969/9,579)
  2                                                                     16.4 (1,576/9,579)
  3                                                                     0.4 (34/9,579)

\*Number of people with prevention drugs not prescribed divided by the number of people eligible for one or more prevention drug.

TIA, transient ischaemic attack.

10.1371/journal.pmed.1002169.t004

###### Proportion of stroke and transient ischaemic attack patients under-prescribed lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs for primary prevention.

![](pmed.1002169.t004){#pmed.1002169.t004g}

  Diagnosis                  Proportion of Strokes/TIAs with Prevention Drugs Not Prescribed, Percent (Frequency)[\*](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                        
  -------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------
  Stroke                     50.5 (4,276/8,464)                                                                                                          52.3 (983/1,881)     25.3 (971/3,843)
  TIA                        45.8 (2,387/5,212)                                                                                                          52.8 (506/958)       23.6 (531/2,253)
  Stroke with previous TIA   49.9 (1,173/2,352)                                                                                                          44.5 (158/355)       26.1 (238/912)
  Total                      48.9 (7,836/16,028)                                                                                                         51.6 (1,647/3,194)   24.8 (1,740/7,008)

\*Number of people with prevention drugs not prescribed divided by the number of people eligible for each prevention drug.

TIA, transient ischaemic attack.

Change over Time {#sec017}
----------------

There was a marked decrease in the under-prescribing of anticoagulant drugs between 2009 (58%) and 2013 (45%), but this was not observed for lipid-lowering and antihypertensive drug prescribing ([Fig 1](#pmed.1002169.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Under-prescribing of lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs between 2009 and 2013 in patients prior to stroke or transient ischaemic attack.\
TIA, transient ischaemic attack.](pmed.1002169.g001){#pmed.1002169.g001}

Prescribing Stopped versus Never Prescribed {#sec018}
-------------------------------------------

Of the patients who were not prescribed stroke/TIA prevention drugs when clinically indicated, the proportion of patients who had been previously prescribed a prevention drug but whose prescription had stopped at the time of stroke/TIA was 14% (235/1,647) for anticoagulant drugs, 30% (2,350/7,836) for lipid-lowering drugs, and 54% (938/1,740) for antihypertensive drugs ([Fig 2](#pmed.1002169.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Results of additional exploratory analyses are presented in [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Comparison of patients who were previously prescribed prevention drugs but whose prescriptions had stopped at the time of stroke/transient ischaemic attack and patients who had no history of prescriptions.\
TIA, transient ischaemic attack.](pmed.1002169.g002){#pmed.1002169.g002}

Estimates of Under-prescribing of Prevention Drugs in the UK Population {#sec019}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Extrapolating the proportions of underuse of prevention drugs within the THIN database to estimates of the UK population and stroke incidence, we estimate that 41,405 first stroke patients are eligible for but not prescribed lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, or antihypertensive drugs annually. Based on the effectiveness of statins, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs, the number of strokes that could potentially be prevented each year in the UK by optimal prescribing is estimated to be 11,823 ([Table 5](#pmed.1002169.t005){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pmed.1002169.t005

###### Estimated annual incidence of stroke and number of strokes that could potentially be prevented annually in the UK.
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  Age Band   Number of Strokes per Year in UK   Estimated Number of Strokes That Could Be Prevented in UK           
  ---------- ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ------- -------
  \<35 y     0                                  0                                                           0       0
  35--44 y   1,469                              896                                                         50      30
  45--54 y   2,453                              1,097                                                       184     46
  55--64 y   6,712                              4,413                                                       784     256
  65--74 y   18,817                             12,744                                                      2,426   1,063
  75--84 y   14,656                             20,001                                                      1,288   1,931
  ≥85 y      9,747                              16,677                                                      1,237   2,529

Discussion {#sec020}
==========

In this study carried out in UK primary care, six out of ten patients who had a first stroke or TIA were eligible for at least one prevention drug at the time of their stroke or TIA; over half of these were not prescribed prevention drugs that were clinically indicated. In effect, one-third of all strokes or TIAs occurred in patients who had prevention drugs clinically indicated but were not prescribed them. This included half of patients who had lipid-lowering or anticoagulant drugs clinically indicated and a quarter of patients who had antihypertensive drugs clinically indicated. The under-prescribing of anticoagulants decreased between 2009 and 2013, but there was no change for lipid-lowering and antihypertensive drugs. Over half of the patients not prescribed antihypertensive drugs when clinically indicated had previously been prescribed these drugs, but their prescriptions had stopped, compared to only 14% for anticoagulant drugs and 30% for lipid-lowering drugs. Our findings indicate underuse of lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs in UK primary care in patients for whom these drugs are clinically indicated for prevention of stroke or TIA.

The strengths of this study are that the dataset is representative of UK general practice and the data are recent. The prescribing data are accurate and comprehensively recorded \[[@pmed.1002169.ref023]\], and the sample size is very large. Stroke and the main comorbidities are likely to be accurately recorded as they are clinically significant, diagnoses have been validated within THIN \[[@pmed.1002169.ref022]\], and, in the UK, general practitioners (GPs) are incentivised to keep a register of patients with these conditions. However, restricting the definition of comorbidities to QOF clinical codes may result in diagnoses being missed if they were recorded using alternative clinical codes. This was an epidemiological, descriptive study; therefore, an important limitation is that the reasons for non-prescribing are unclear. There may be legitimate reasons why patients were not prescribed prevention drugs that were not available in our dataset, such as bleeding risk when prescribing anticoagulant drugs or knowledge of a patient's adherence to medication. Clinical codes indicating that prevention drugs were declined or contraindicated or that there was an adverse reaction were extracted. However, patients with these clinical codes recorded were not excluded from the analysis because it is unclear if these were currently relevant or historic codes; we note that the number of patients in our sample with these codes was small (5%, 7%, and 0.7% for lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs, respectively). Furthermore, prevention of stroke/TIA is complex, and our definition of under-prescribing does not address patients' adherence to medication, appropriate prescribing of drug combinations, or medication targets, such as blood pressure levels. We defined under-prescribing of anticoagulant drugs as no prescription of these drugs to atrial fibrillation patients with a CHADS2 score of ≥1 prior to stroke or TIA. Under-prescribing of anticoagulants based on adherence to the 2006 guidelines allowing prescription of aspirin in patients with a CHADS2 score of 1 \[[@pmed.1002169.ref027]\] were explored in a sensitivity analysis (see [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Exploratory analysis also investigated the impact of updated guidelines regarding use of the CHA~2~DS~2~-VASc and QRISK2-2014 risk scores to reflect guideline updates \[[@pmed.1002169.ref003],[@pmed.1002169.ref005]\] (see [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, the extrapolations of the findings to the UK population to determine the extent of under-prescribing of prevention drugs and the potential number of strokes that could be prevented in the UK are crude estimates. These analyses are intended to highlight the scale and impact of under-prescribing of stroke prevention drugs rather than to provide precise estimates.

Using estimates of the UK population \[[@pmed.1002169.ref035]\], stroke incidence \[[@pmed.1002169.ref036]\], and the effectiveness of statins, anticoagulants, and antihypertensive drugs \[[@pmed.1002169.ref006]--[@pmed.1002169.ref010]\], we determined the extent of under-prescribing of primary stroke prevention drugs in the UK (see Table E in [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We estimate that approximately 41,400 first stroke patients are eligible for but not prescribed lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, or antihypertensive drugs annually. Based on the relative risk reduction of these drugs, approximately 12,000 strokes could potentially be prevented each year in the UK by optimal prescribing of stroke prevention drugs (see Table F in [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These estimates demonstrate the potential impact of improving prescription of primary stroke prevention drugs in the UK. Given that stroke is the second leading cause of death and third leading cause of disability-adjusted life-years lost worldwide \[[@pmed.1002169.ref037],[@pmed.1002169.ref038]\], improving primary stroke and TIA prevention is important to reduce the incidence and burden of these conditions.

Of the three prevention drugs, lipid-lowering drugs were the most commonly clinically indicated; over half of the people who had a stroke or TIA were eligible for these drugs. Statin drugs account for the majority of lipid-lowering drugs prescribed \[[@pmed.1002169.ref039]\], and prescribing has increased over the past decade \[[@pmed.1002169.ref040]\]; nevertheless, there is controversy regarding administration of these drugs for primary stroke prevention. Fears about side effects \[[@pmed.1002169.ref041]\], polypharmacy \[[@pmed.1002169.ref041]\], and the medicalisation of "healthy" patients \[[@pmed.1002169.ref042]\] have been identified as barriers to GPs prescribing statins. However, statins are effective at reducing the incidence of stroke \[[@pmed.1002169.ref009]\], and statin-induced side effects are likely to be less frequent than originally thought \[[@pmed.1002169.ref043]\]. These drugs are often more commonly associated with CHD prevention; however, our findings demonstrate the potential impact of improving prescription of lipid-lowering drugs in the context of stroke prevention. Importantly, under-prescribing of lipid-lowering drugs for primary stroke prevention is likely to rise given the most recent guideline recommendations, which increase the number of people eligible for these drugs (see [S1 Appendix](#pmed.1002169.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pmed.1002169.ref003]\]. Furthermore, in the UK, QOF introduced an incentive for statin prescribing for primary CVD prevention as recently as 2013, and only patients aged 35 to 74 y with a new diagnosis of hypertension and CVD risk ≥20% are eligible \[[@pmed.1002169.ref031]\].

The proportion of stroke/TIA patients with anticoagulant drugs under-prescribed decreased in the relatively short time period of the study (58% in 2009 to 45% in 2013), but still remained substantial. During this period, there were subtle changes in the UK incentives for anticoagulant prescribing: from 2009 to 2011, QOF incentivised either anticoagulants or antiplatelet agents for patients with atrial fibrillation (regardless of stroke risk); in 2011/2012, stroke risk was introduced (anticoagulants/antiplatelet agents for people with atrial fibrillation and a CHADS2 score of 1, anticoagulants for people with atrial fibrillation and CHADS2 score \> 1) \[[@pmed.1002169.ref031]\]. Older age has been reported by clinicians as one of the main reasons for not prescribing anticoagulants \[[@pmed.1002169.ref044]\]. This is particularly relevant because atrial fibrillation is more prevalent in the elderly, stroke risk in atrial fibrillation increases in the elderly (median age of patents with anticoagulants indicated was 82 y), and the population is ageing \[[@pmed.1002169.ref045],[@pmed.1002169.ref046]\]. Bleeding risk, falls risk, and polypharmacy, particularly in those with a reduced life expectancy, are likely to be reasons for reduced prescribing in the elderly \[[@pmed.1002169.ref044]\]. However, the benefits of anticoagulation in the elderly have been shown to outweigh the risks, and the net benefit of anticoagulation is actually greatest in the elderly \[[@pmed.1002169.ref029]\]. Under-prescribing of anticoagulants for atrial fibrillation patients in particular has the potential to cause a huge burden on patients and society because strokes in these patients are associated with greater post-stroke disability and mortality \[[@pmed.1002169.ref047],[@pmed.1002169.ref048]\].

Hypertension is one of the most well documented risk factors for stroke, and there is a well-established evidence base for the use of antihypertensive drugs for primary stroke prevention \[[@pmed.1002169.ref004]\]; therefore, it is unclear why prescribing remains suboptimal. Of the three prevention drugs, the lowest proportion of under-prescribing was found for antihypertensive drugs. This could be a result of the strong evidence base, the safety profile, and the low cost of these drugs \[[@pmed.1002169.ref004]\]. However, the absolute number of stroke or TIA patients with these drugs under-prescribed was higher than that for anticoagulant drugs (1,647 versus 1,740 patients for anticoagulant and antihypertensive drugs, respectively). Hypertension is a common comorbidity and contributes to over half of strokes globally \[[@pmed.1002169.ref049]\]; therefore, under-prescribing of antihypertensive drugs affects a large number of people and is likely to have significant implications for stroke incidence.

There may be legitimate reasons for not prescribing stroke prevention drugs to people with clinical indications, and, arguably, some of the non-prescribing reported by our study may not represent missed opportunities for prevention. However, as discussed, evidence suggests GPs may overestimate side effects \[[@pmed.1002169.ref043]\] and underestimate the benefit for elderly patients \[[@pmed.1002169.ref029]\]. Multiple GP-related barriers to guideline adherence have been identified, including knowledge of guidelines and lack of agreement or outcome expectancy \[[@pmed.1002169.ref050]\]. Research suggests that GPs' recommendations highly influence patients' preferences, which reinforces the importance of addressing GP-related barriers \[[@pmed.1002169.ref051]\]. However, guideline adherence and prescribing behaviour is complex, and the problem is not limited to GP-related behaviours. Other barriers include patient factors, such as patient preference and understanding/perception of risk, and environmental factors, such as time and resource constraints \[[@pmed.1002169.ref050]\]. This complexity is highlighted by our finding that there was a difference between the three prevention drugs in the proportion of prescriptions stopped compared to those never prescribed in patients with drugs under-prescribed. Therefore, it is important to understand the different behavioural mechanisms related to non-prescribing for each drug and to consider this complex behavioural system for future research and intervention development.

Under-prescribing of drugs for stroke prevention has been reported by other international studies. A survey of 66 general practices from 12 European countries found similar rates of under-prescribing (50%) of lipid-lowering drugs in people with hypercholesterolaemia; however, only 14% of people with elevated blood pressure were not prescribed blood-pressure-lowering medication \[[@pmed.1002169.ref052]\]. Similarly, a cross-sectional study of 162 Italian GPs and 3,120 patients found that treatment levels were high for people with hypertension (96%), but low for people with hyperlipidaemia (46%) \[[@pmed.1002169.ref019]\]. There is evidence to suggest that identification and treatment of hypertension may be higher in the United States of America and Canada than in other countries \[[@pmed.1002169.ref053]\]. However, it is difficult to compare the prescribing rates of these studies with those of ours because different definitions of under-prescribing were used.A worldwide (30 countries) observational registry of newly diagnosed atrial fibrillation patients found that anticoagulants were prescribed in 61% of patients; however, there was overuse of these drugs in people at low risk of stroke \[[@pmed.1002169.ref054]\].

In conclusion, our findings quantify the underuse of lipid-lowering, anticoagulant, and antihypertensive drugs for primary stroke and TIA prevention in UK primary care. Dyslipidaemia, atrial fibrillation, and hypertension are three of the most important risk factors for stroke and TIA; therefore, our finding that medical management of these conditions is inadequate has important clinical and policy implications. Substantial numbers of strokes and TIAs could potentially be prevented through improving prescription of these drugs in primary care, which would contribute to reducing the burden of these conditions.
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CHD

:   coronary heart disease

CKD

:   chronic kidney disease

CVD

:   cardiovascular disease

GP

:   general practitioner

OR

:   odds ratio

PAD

:   peripheral arterial disease

QOF

:   Quality and Outcomes Framework

THIN

:   The Health Improvement Network

TIA

:   transient ischaemic attack
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